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Lee uses the term high-level semantics to describe his method of specifying a 
language’s semantics. I think it would be more accurate to characterize it as d 
well-engineered compiler description language. It is not really a satisfactory way of 
specifying a language’s semantics, for the following reasons. First, a language’s 
macro-semantic specification tends to be cluttered with details of the static semantics. 
Secondly, it does not truly specify the dynamic semantics, but only a mapping to 
the semantic algebra. The latter is not fixed, but may vary (perhaps subtly) from 
one language’s pecification to another. So the reader must consult a micro-semarls 
specification, which (Lee’s own examples suggest) is likely to be hard to understand. 
The idea of stratifying semantic specifications using semantic algebras was 
originally conceived by Peter Mosses. It is interesting to compare Lee’s development 
of this idea with the parallel development of action semantics by Mosses and Watt. 
The latter recognizes the importance of using a standard semantic algebra, which 
can be designed and specified (and learned) once and for all, then used to specify 
many languages’ semantics. This makes a more satisfactory basis for specifying 
semantics, and perhaps in the long term for compiler generation too. But of course 
Lee’s compiler generator is available now, and is testimony to a truly remarkable 
postgraduate student project. 
David A. WA-IT 
Computing Science Department 
The University 
Glasgow, United Kingdom 
J. W. de Bakker, ed., Languages for Parallel Architectures: Design, Semantics, 
Implementation Models (Wiley, Chichester, United Kingdom, 1989) Price f27.95 
(hardback), ISBN O-471-92177-7. 
This book is a collection of five papers written by participants in the ESPRIT 
415 “Parallel Architectures and Languages for Advanced Information Processing-a 
VLSI-directed Approach” project. Its aim was to present a representative selection 
of the work performed within the 415 project by the Working Group on Semantics. 
A companion volume-Parallel Computers: Object-Oriented, Functional and Logic, 
edited by P. C. Treleaven-gives an overview of work on parallel architectures 
carried out in the same project. 
Providing a detailed review of this wide-ranging book requires in-depth knowledge 
of parallel architectures, functional, logic and object-oriented programming 
languages and their implementation, semantics, specification and proof techniques. 
In the absence of this, I will instead summarise each chapter and then give some 
overall comments. 
Chapter 1 (by P. H. M. America and J. J. M. M. Rutten) describes the Pool2 
parallel object-oriented language. It introduces the language, gives an example 
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program and then presents the operational and denotational semantic models of 
Pool2. The paper clearly presents the main decisions to be taken when designing a 
parallel object-oriented language, but I would have liked to have seen greater weight 
placed on illustrating the benefits of the language to the programmer. Of the 48 
pages in the paper, all but 11 are given over to formal semantics, yet if programmers 
are to be persuaded to use a language they need to be shown not only that it has 
clear semantics, but also that it is both expressive and elegant. 
Chapter 2 (by W. Damm and G. Dohmen) presents AADL: a net-based 
specification language for computer architecture design, and its formal semantics. 
The language allows the specification of an architecture at levels of abstraction 
ranging from the compiler/operating system interfaces down to the chip level. The 
correctness of the system can then be proved in a hierarchical manner. One of the 
important design decisions taken in AADL is that state is explicitly visible, so 
allowing shared store parallelism to be directly specified. 
The main part of the paper develops a compositional semantics for AADL. The 
clarity of this section is greatly enhanced by the use of carefully chosen examples 
from the specification of communications protocols for the DOOM parallel object- 
oriented machine architecture. 
Chapter 3 (by G. L. Burn) describes how abstract interpretation can be used to 
derive a parallel evaluation model for lazy functional languages. While functional 
languages are often proposed as being ideally suited to parallel evaluation because 
of the property of referential transparency (the value of an expression is determined 
only by its con&ituent parts, and so is independent of all other parts of the 
computation), unfortunately the preferred program evaluation strategy-lazy evalu- 
ation-is inherently serial. To overcome this restriction the paper develops a tech- 
nique called “evaluation transformers” which identifies, dynamically, where in a 
computation parallel evaluation can be safely carried out. The evaluation transfor- 
mers used in the paper are specific to lists, and it will be interesting to see if and 
how the method generalises to other data structures. 
Chapter 4 (by P. G. BOSCO, C. Cecchi, E. Giovanetti, C. Moiso and C. Palamidessi) 
presents a language which is an integration of both functional and logic program- 
ming. The language (named IDEAL) is elegant, and has sound semantics. Defining 
such a language has been an important goal in deciarative programming over a long 
period of time, and so the work described in this paper is of great importance. 
The chapter is well structured and very comprehensive-it describes the language, 
with an example, and then covers semantics, compilation and parallel evaluation 
m some depth. 
Now that this language has been designed, it will be interesting to see if it proves 
to be expressive and attractive ro programmers. 1 hope that other researchers who 
have been active in this field will spend time evaluating IDEAL to see what it has 
to offer as a programming language. How, for example, should a programmer 
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approach l’DEAL? As either a functional or logic programming language with 
extensions, or from a completely different direction? 
Chapter 5 (by P. Schnoebelen and P. Jorrand) introduces FP2, a parallel language 
with declarative semantics. Term rewrite rules are used to specify abstract data types 
and parallel processes, and process specifications can be combined hierarchically. 
The paper presents the semantics of FP2, and a simple rewrite based interpreter. It 
also gives several examples of FP2 specification s, including one which illustrates 
the use of FP2 to prove temporal properties about programs. The examples are well 
chosen, and give a flavour of the power of the language. 
This book contains a collection of papers which will be of interest to any one 
working in the field of parallel computing. The book is dominated by the sections 
on semantics (this is clear from the name of the working group which generated 
these papers, but not from the book’s title), which are not fbr the faint-hearted or 
those new to this area. However in most cases carefully chosen e~mples help to 
guide the reader through them. 
The book shows that the ESPRIT 415 project produced much good wor!c on the 
semantics of parallel languages. Each chapter discusses some aspects of this area, 
and the reader is given five independent views on what are the important issues, 
what design decisions were taken, and what conclusions should be drawn from the 
subsequent investigations. It is therefore a pity that no attempt is made in the book 
to draw together these results and observations, and make some general conclusions. 
A chapter which did this would have been very valuable. 
Paul WATSON 
ZCL 
West Gorton 
Manchester, Urlited Kingdom 
Axe1 T. Schreiner, Ushg C wrrh Curses, La and YACC (Prentice-Hall and Carl 
Hanser Verlag, Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom, 1990), Price i24.95 (paperback), 
ISBN O-13-932864-5. 
Axe1 Schreiner attempts to teach by example application construction in the Unix 
environment. His example is a simple but flexible window system, wish, and the 
application tools he demonstrates are primarily Curses and YACC. This means two 
things. firstly, that the wind,ow shell example should not be considered more 
important than the lessons learnt from its development, and secondly, that the Unix 
tools incorporated within this text are those which are suitable to the construction 
of a window shell. One criticism ir that Schreiner does not devote enough space to 
Lex (a couple of pages) despite its inclusion in the book’s title. 
